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Welcome to Remine…
Remine is an mls platform that provides agents with modern tools and new data to do more
business…
The core tenets of Remine are Discover, Track, and Engage…
Let’s begin with DISCOVER which is our simple map-based search where I can visualize data
with the click of a mouse. For example, I can search mls status with off market properties, and
add data layers such as, property value, net equity, ownership time, sell scores, and ownership
type to help identify opportunities…
Once I find an interesting property, with one click I can see a snapshot of the property details
on the map. With the second click I can view the full mls details and public record information
on one easy to use page… You’ll see all the data you’d expect to see plus so much more…
Including sell scores, property values, net equity, schools, local demographics, transaction and
mortgage history, and associated contacts…
You can share this property with a client…
You can print it in a professional report…
And you can do a CMA 360… which is the only comps analysis in the industry that
simultaneously compares both mls and off market records...
You can also do what we call TRACK. Tracking properties in your own database of leads allows
you to stay informed with any updates on sell score, deed changes, new mortgages, and other
data points that might affect whether or not the property is likely to sell…
ENGAGE is a new way to provide value to your clients by inviting them to Remine so that you
can have a shared portal to collaborate on their real estate journey…
It starts by inviting them via a saved search, sharing a property, or a direct invite from Engage…
Remine’s saved search is the fastest and most data rich option in the industry…
And best of all, when your clients register, they will self select as either buyers or sellers, and
we provide you with premium analytics on their engagement…
Engage is a crm of the future whereby the agent doesn’t need to maintain data, we do that for
you…
Remine Starter plan is available through your mls subscription at no additional cost, and this
plan allows you to have unlimited searches and track up to 100 opportunities…

To unlock all of the benefits and premium features of Remine, you can upgrade to a
subscription plan that meets your needs. Ready to get started? …
You can access Remine right now by logging in to your MLS and selecting Remine from your
dashboard… Or visit login.remine.com.

